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My forte in industry was defining processes, so I’ve applied that to composing a burlesque act.  I don’t intend 

this document for starting an act, it’s probably more useful for fleshing out something you want to do, and want 

to make sure that you’ve covered all the bases.  

In composing a performance, there are a lot of aspects to consider.  Many are constrained by budget, time, or 

other factors.  This list isn’t meant to imply that more complex or expensive acts are ‘better’ or ‘worse’ than 

others, just some of the choices you can make in planning.  

Dimension Discussion Typical Choices 

Theme This is the foundation of any act.  What inspires this act?  
Was a theme given as part of a competition or the theme for 
the show?  Did you hear a favorite song and want to base an 
act on it?  Is it autobiographical, or based on a famous 
person in reality (living or historic) or fiction (including 
science fiction)?  Is it inspired by current events?  

• Zillions of 
possibilities! 

Number of people 
(performers and 
confederates) 

How many performers will be in this act? Will you have 
confederates in the audience or onstage?  Do they need to 
rehearse with you, or can they be solicited the day of the 
show and need minimal instructions?  

• One 

• Two 

• Three or more 

Music/sound What music will be used?  Is it some commercial song?  Did 
you write it yourself? Are you staying with one song for the 
whole act, or cutting to different songs partway through?  
Is the music going to be recorded or played live?  

• None 

• Spoken word 

• One song 

• Two songs or more 

• Mixture of songs 
and spoken word 

Costuming What are you wearing?  Where did it come from? How will 
your clothes be layered to be taken off (or put on) in the 
right order?  

• Clothes you have 
already 

• Clothes purchased 
for this act 

• Clothes made for 
this act (by you or 
commissioned) 

Direction of 
stripping 

Are you starting fully clothed then taking it off?  Or the other 
way?  Or some combination of strip and reverse strip? 

• Strip 

• Reverse strip 

• Some mix of strip 
and reverse strip 

Amount of stripping How much are you taking off?  Down to pasties and a G-
string/C-string/merkin?  Just one glove?   

•  

Entrance and exit How are you starting and ending the act?  Start posed on 
stage?  Walking in or out through the audience?  Die 
onstage? End in a sexy pose?   

•  



Dimension Discussion Typical Choices 

Makeup What makeup is needed for this act? This is usually heavily 
influenced by the theme of the act.  

• No makeup 

• A little makeup 

• Full face makeup 

• Drag level makeup 

Hair Are you wearing your hair or a wig?  What style is 
appropriate for the theme? If a wig, will it stay on through 
the whole act? 

• Your hair 

• Wig 

Location/venue Where will the act be performed?  Is it designed to be 
specific to a venue?  Victoria Freehouse is a skinny runway 
for most of the ‘stage’ whereas The Ruba Club is a large 
elevated stage.   

•  

Fourth wall Will you break the fourth wall and interact with the 
audience?  Or is this to be enjoyed from a slight distance? 

• Honor the 4th wall 

• Fuck the 4th wall 

Tempo Is this act a slow burn or a frantic strip?  How does the 
tempo change during the act? 

•  

Reveals When are major reveals done?  How are they timed and to 
what musical or other cues? 

•  

Plot twist Is there a plot twist during the act?  A musical pun?  A 
sudden change of mood?  Change from strip to reverse 
strip? 

•  

Props Are you using props in your act?  Are they something you’ll 
use over and over (fans, a bathtub, dance pole, a steel 
Trenton bridge) or just once (glitter)?  Are some props 
available in the venue (chairs) or do you need to bring all of 
them yourself?  
Are props destroyed or consumed in the act?  
Do some props need to be placed before the show, e.g. 
behind a curtain? 

• Props 

• No props 

Tarps How messy is this act?  Do you need a tarp to protect the 
stage?  Or to protect the audience? If you use a tarp, tape it 
down!   

• Tarp(s) 

• No tarp 

Visual aids Are there special needs for projected images, slide shows, or 
lighting changes?  What cues does the DJ need for these? 

•  

 

Part of the reason for this list is to help make you a more professional performer.  What do you need to provide 

to the show’s crew to support your act? 

• Producer – what is the theme of your act?  How long is it (minutes)?  Will it be messy or have major 

delays after it, before another act can follow?  

• MC – does the master/mistress of ceremonies need a special intro for this act?  What is your stage name 

and tag line for your introduction? 

• Stage Kitten – what are your needs for props and tarps? Where are they placed on stage? 

• DJ – do they have your music and visual aids (if any)?  What format do they need your stuff in (e.g. MP3, 

PowerPoint)? Do they know your musical cues and lighting changes?  These should be practiced in tech 

rehearsal with you.   


